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In the advanced era, the problem of human resource becomes the concern 

of the organization in order to survive. The human resource is the most 

important asset for the organization since it has the role as the executor of 

policy and operational activity. The human resource is the effective investment 

when it is managed and improved well, so it can affect the long-term benefit in 

the organization as better performance. Therefore, this research was 

implemented on the basis of the task of civil servants that is quite difficult 

along with the development of the world that is more modern and competitive. 

The organization is required to receive, develop, and maintain the quality 

human resource to serve the people well due to the increasing concern of 

people especially on the policy of government. The civil servants must have 

the willingness or encouragement and spirit with the good competence to 

implement the purpose of the organization. Suku Dinas Perizinan Bangunan 

DKI Jakarta is the organization to provide service in the issuance of a license 

and feasibility of building. 

The purposes of this research are (1) to analyze the performance of 

motivation, training, and performance of the employees of Suku Dinas 

Perizinan Bangunan DKI Jakarta. (2) to descriptively analyze the gap of the 

expected performance and the perception of employees. (3) to analyze the 

relation between motivation and training on the performance of employees of 

Suku Dinas Perizinan Bangunan  DKI Jakarta and (4) to analyze the effect of 

motivation and training on the performance of employees of Suku Dinas 

Perizinan Bangunan  DKI Jakarta. 

This research used the explanatory approach with the research type to 

explain the relations of one variable to another or how a variable affects other 

variables. The data collection technique in this research used the interview and 

questionnaire with the semantic scale that was distributed into 84 employees in 

three regions, namely East Jakarta, North Jakarta, and Central Jakarta. The 

technique of example taking used census. The data analysis used multiple 

linear regression with three regression models.   

Based on the calculation of correlation test, from the six indicators from 

two independent variables (motivation and training), there are five indicators 

(motivator, hygiene, ability, skill, and work behaviour) with the strong 

closeness correlation One indicator, the knowledge, has a quite good closeness. 

Based on the result of a correlation test on the indicator, the motivator 

indicators (X11) including the reward from the supervisor, the career and 

prestige on the job, have the highest correlation value and strong relation 

compared to other indicators (hygiene, ability, knowledge, skill, and work 

behaviour) based on performance.   

Based on the overall result of research, there  are significant effect 

among (1) motivation variable, training on performance (2) Indicators in the 



 

 

motivation variable and training on performance. (3) Motivation variable, 

training, and characteristics of respondent on performance. Besides, there are 

partial effect, significant effect among the motivator indicators in the 

motivation variables, such as the reward from supervisor, obvious career and 

prestige on job and skill indicator from the training variable, and the 

characteristics of education on performance.  

The organization often ignored about the importance of human resource 

development. Its improving the competence of employees in work. The 

employee can understand what should they do to achieve the purpose of the 

organization. The skill without the encouragement on the employees will not 

improve performance, these factors must be used together. 
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